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SEE INSIDE FOR  
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New for 2008

Includes Products to help  
compliance with recent  
smoking legislation.

NEW NEW
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Combo™ Bin
The ultimate large capacity food waste bin.
Purpose-designed for areas where hygiene and large  
capacity are a high priority, Combo Bin is ideal for use in 
both indoor and outdoor environments.  Various models  
and options are available to meet your requirements, 
including an aperture flap model which can also be  
supplied with a handy tray-stacking top, perfect for use in 
restaurants.  An open front model is also available, ideal  
for use at car park exits and Drive-Thru restaurants.

 Options
Rear Wheels and Handle
Factory-fitted rear wheels and a handle make the bin easy to 
manoeuvre even when full.

Tray Restricting Bar
A stainless steel bar, factory fitted under the aperture funnel 
prevents trays accidentally being deposited in the bin.

COMBO BIN WITH OPEN FRONT

COMBO BIN WITH APERTURE FLAP 
AND TRAY STACKING TOP

EASY TO 
CLEAN

COMBO BIN WITH APERTURE FLAP

MOULDED-IN APERTURE 
FUNNEL GUIDES WASTE 

DIRECTLY INTO SACKLarge 140 Litre Capacity  
The large 140 litre capacity of Combo Bin copes easily with high 
volumes of litter, eliminating the need for frequent emptying.

Easy-clean Hygienic Design
Smooth exterior and interior contours ensure there are no dirt 
traps, allowing for easy cleaning and disinfecting.  A moulded-in 
aperture funnel guides waste directly into the centre of the sack.  
The door and flap can also be removed to allow cleaning of the 
bin by hand or pressure wash.

Easy to Empty
Door opens and rests at a 50º angle, providing access to the 
sack for removal without a high lift.  The sack retention system 
allows quick and easy emptying of the bin and secures the sack 
in position when the door is closed, preventing litter dropping 
outside the sack.

Durable Construction
Manufactured in tough Durapol®* material, offering exceptional 
strength and durability, ideal for use both indoors and outdoors.

OPTIONAL REAR WHEELS  
& HANDLE

OPTIONAL TRAY RESTRICTING BAR

 Specifications
Capacity: ............................140ltr
Height:  .............................1195mm
Height with tray top:  .........1234mm
Depth: ...............................606mm
Width:................................595mm
Weight: ..............................22kg (with aperture flap)
..........................................21.4kg (with open front)
Colours: Cool Light Grey, Dark Blue, Deep Green, Red, Black  
(Black contains recycled material).
(Available in any single colour or two colour combination of the 
above colours.  Other colours and colour combinations may be 
available subject to a minimum order quantity.) 

 Siting Options
Ground fixing bolt system designed to eliminate dirt traps inside  
the bin.
Inset concrete ballast.

*Durapol material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory as part of our BS EN ISO 9001:2000 test procedure.



This fun litter container is new from Glasdon.  
Children of all ages love feeding litter 
to TidyBear, and he is just as popular 
with adults.  Manufactured from tough 
Durapol* material, TidyBear is durable and 
weather-resistant.  A locking door panel at 
the back of TidyBear allows easy operator 
access to the zinc coated steel liner and 
strong drop handles assist the operator 
when removing and emptying.

 Specifications
Capacity: ......................... 52ltr
Height:............................ 941mm 
Depth: ............................ 740mm
Width:............................. 762mm
Weight (with liner): ......... 20kg
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 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 85ltr 
Height:  .......................... 1180mm
Depth:  ........................... 915mm 
Width:  ........................... 745mm 
Weight: (excluding liner) .. 17.5kg

 Options
Personalisation logo 
Black rigid polyethylene liner 
Ground Fixing Bolts
Flush Ground Fixing - for use on hard 
surfaces with appropriate concrete 
casting where bins may be removed 
and later resited.
Ground-Lock Fixing System - for use 
in soft or unsurfaced ground.

Another eye-catching novelty litter container from Glasdon.  Splash 
litter bin is moulded in hard-wearing self-coloured Durapol* material 
and comprises a Dolphin Blue outer moulding complete with an Ivory 
coloured removable door panel for easy access to an 85 litre 
zinc coated steel liner.  Splash litter bin is supplied as standard with the 
sticker "Splash wants your litter please" or the Dolphin Blue Bin-It™ 
symbol.  Alternatively it can also be personalised with the McDonald's 
logo as shown, or with a message of your choice as an optional extra to 
promote your restaurant. (Personalisation may be subject to a minimum 
order quantity.)

Splash™

This appealing novelty 
bin is guaranteed to 
be a favourite with the 
children.  Not only is 
it an added attraction 
for children's areas 
but it will encourage 
effective litter disposal, 
to keep a clean and tidy 
environment at all times. 
Manufactured from 
hard-wearing Durapol* 
material, Froggo bin is 
also supplied with a zinc 
coated steel liner that can 
be easily emptied.  

 Fixing Options
Free Standing
Ground Fixing Bolts
Ground-Lock™ Fixing System - for use in 
soft or unsurfaced ground.
Flush Ground Fixing - for use on hard 
surfaces with appropriate concrete casting 
where bins may be removed and later 
resited.

*Durapol material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory as part of our BS EN ISO 9001:2000 test procedure.

TidyBear can’t 

‘bear’ to see 

untidiness 

Froggo™

 Specifications
Capacity: ......................... 52ltr
Height:............................ 870mm
Width:............................. 790mm
Weight (with liner): ......... 15kg

TidyBear™



Topsy™ 2000
Topsy 2000 litter bin offers the choice of either a keyless or keyed locking 
system. The liner only needs a short clearance from the base plinth before 
emptying, so significantly reduces bending and lifting by the operator.  The 
aperture shape incorporates a 'big smile' design for easier disposal of litter.  
Manufactured in tough Durapol* material, the bin can withstand harsh 
weather conditions and still maintain a bright, attractive appearance.  For 
added safety, Topsy 2000 litter bin can be supplied with the unique Glasdon 
FIREXPIRE® fire safety device (please see below for details).

 Specifications
Capacity ........................ 90ltr
Overall Height ............... 1000mm
Base Size Diameter ........ 545mm
Weight Unballasted ....... 15kg
Internal Ballast .............. up to 20kg
External Ballast .............. up to 23kg
Aperture ....................... 325 x 120mm
Material ........................ Durapol* outer
Supplied as standard with a galvanised  
steel liner.
Colours: Red or Black (other colours 
available to suit restaurant design).

 Options
Stainless steel stubber plate complete 
with graphics (fitted as standard when 
bin ordered with Firexpire device)
Large stainless steel one, two or three-
piece ashtray (Firexpire  device strongly 
recommended)
Small one-piece aluminium ashtray (not 
available with Firexpire device)

Durapol* material aperture flap (not 
available with Firexpire device)
Personalisation Logo

TOPSY 2000 LITTER BIN WITH ONE-
PIECE STAINLESS STEEL ASHTRAY

STAGE 1 - A burning 
match is carelessly 
discarded into a  
Litter Container.

STAGE 3 - In under 
a minute, the fire 
extinguishing plate 

drops on to the Liner.

STAGE 4 - The fire  
is contained.

STAGE 2 - The fire takes 
hold.

FIRExPIRE device complies with the 
testing and certification regulations  

(FIRExPIRE device is an effective low cost auxiliary device and must never replace primary fire 
prevention measures.  Obstructions preventing the plate from dropping may adversely affect the 
function of the unit and as many FIRExPIRE devices are used in unsupervised locations, regular 
inspection and immediate replacement of any damaged or distorted components is essential.)

 Fixing Options
Fixing bolts (concrete)
Fixing bolts (paving)
Internal Ballast (20kg)
External Ballast (23kg)
Flush Ground Fixing - for use on hard 
surfaces with appropriate concrete casting 
where bins may be removed and later 
resited.
Limpet™ Quick Release Fixing - for use on 
hard surfaces with socket concreted in.
Ground-Lock Fixing System - for use in soft 
or unsurfaced ground

 Firexpire®
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Balloon Tree™

Perfect for holding McDonald’s party balloons or flags at children’s 
parties.  Just try and keep the kids away!  Manufactured from 
hard-wearing Durapol* material, the Balloon Tree unit 
is virtually indestructible and can be easily cleaned.  
Various languages are available, some of which may be 
subject to a minimum order quantity.  Please contact 
our Sales Office for full details.

 Specifications
Capacity: ......................... 52 Balloons/Flags 
Height:............................ 1800mm 
Base Diameter: ................ 600mm 
Weight (ballasted base): .. 5kg 
Colour: Red cone with Red base and  
multi-coloured balloon tree sign  
(balloons not included)

This highly visible, easy to use barrier has an expanding belt up to 2m 
in length.  Ideal for delineation, cordoning off areas and queue control 
during busy periods.

Xpandabarrier™ 
Plus

 Specifications
Post Height ..................... 808mm 
Belt Length ...................... 2m
Base Diameter ................. 300mm 
Weight ............................ 10kg
Colours: Belt: Red or Blue.

IMPROVED MODEL



Space-Liner orderly barrow has superb balance and is very easy to handle. 
The sturdy tubular steel frame has Armortec® coating for extra durability and a 
lockable operator's box gives improved weather resistance as it will not rust.   
A bumper bar protects the frame and jockey wheels.  Space-Liner orderly 
barrow also features reflectors positioned to catch dipped headlights. McDonald's 
logo stickers are fitted as standard.

 Specifications
Single Space-Liner:
Capacity:  ........................ 100ltr  
               & 25ltr operator's box 
Height:  .......................... 970mm
Width : ........................... 630mm
Length:  .......................... 1340mm
Weight: ........................... 42kg

Colours: Frame: Cool Dark Grey.    Containers: Cool Light Grey.    
Lids: Yellow, Light Green, Dark Blue, Red.

Double Space-Liner:
Capacity:  ........................ 200ltr  
               & 25ltr operator's box 
Height:  .......................... 970mm
Width : ........................... 630mm
Length:  .......................... 1760mm
Weight: ........................... 53kg

Space-Liner™
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 Specifications
Capacity:  ...........................70ltr
Height:  .............................1100mm
Width:  ..............................630mm
Length:  .............................1200mm
Weight: c/w rigid litter container:  22.88kg
c/w sack retention system:  .18.46kg
Colours: Body: Deep Green, Dark Blue,  
Dark Grey  
Lid: Light Grey

Skipper™ 
Skipper cleaning and service trolley is ideal 
for sweeping and cleaning, transportation and 
equipment storage.  It will help ensure that your 
staff have the best equipment for the essential job 
of keeping your site clean and tidy at all times.  
Skipper trolley is easy to manoeuvre and has 
handy brush and tool storage compartments.  More 
compact than Space-Liner™, Skipper cleaning and 
service trolley is available with a choice of either 
a 70 litre rigid litter container or a sack retention 
system.  Handles are removable if required, for 
compact storage.

Litta-Pikka™

Perfect for McDonald's 'Litter Patrols', Litta-Pikka litter 
collection tool has been purpose-designed for strength, 
durability and ease of use. Its squeeze grip provides a 
quick and hygienic way of collecting litter.  Integrally 
coloured bright yellow, Litta-Pikka tool also has an 
in-built reflector for high visibility in low light.

 Specifications
Capacity:  .................. 84ltr
Height:  .................... 960mm
Depth:  ..................... 550mm
Width:  ..................... 530mm
Weight:  .................... 14kg
Body Colour: ............. Grey
Lid/Pedal Colours: Yellow, Red, Blue.

Hippo™ HANDS-FREE
HEAVY DUTY
CATERING BIN

TESTED
through 1 Million 

foot presses

Purpose-designed for the catering 
industry, Hippo bin has been 
developed to meet food hygiene 
regulations.  Manufactured in 
Food Grade plastic, Hippo bin 
can be quickly and easily cleaned.  
The smooth surface and rounded 
corners eliminate debris traps.   
A sack retention system allows 
for easy sack fitting and removal. 

Statesman™

Length: 892mm, Weight: 0.5kg
Materials: Reinforced composite tube 
construction.
Stainless steel spring hinge pin and fixings.
Claws, central guide and hinge in
impact-absorbing polymer.

 Specifications

Statesman is a large capacity round internal litter bin which can hold a full 140 litres of litter.   
Ideal for crew rooms, the swing top cleverly hides any unsightly litter and yet still provides easy access.  
The wide aperture of the open top design allows easy disposal of even the largest fast food packages.

 Specifications
Capacity:  .................. 140ltr
Max Height:  ............. 865mm
Diameter:  ................. 540mm
Material:  .................. Durapol* outer
Supplied as standard with a choice of swing top or 
open top in Durapol* material.
Colours: Millstone, Red, Black, Deep Green, White 
or Black.

 Options 
Zinc-coated steel liner 
Moulded plastic liner 
Sack dispensing system 
Personalisation Logo 
Swing top, rim top and plinth in chrome. 

Ideal for  

crew rooms



 

Ashmount SG is fitted as standard with SmokeGuardTM (patent applied for), 
an ingenious smoke-dampening device.  There are no lips or ledges on the 
unit where cigarettes or other forms of litter can be left. Units can be wall, 
glass or post-mounted. 

 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 3ltr 
Height:  .......................... 529mm 
Depth:  ........................... 115mm 
Width:  ........................... 191mm 
Weight:  .......................... 1.98kg
Door and Back: Black Durapol* material.  

 Fixing Options
Permanent and lift-off wall fixings 
supplied as standard.
Post-fixing and glass-mounting kits are 
also available as optional extras.

New Ashmount SG™
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Ashguard SG is fitted as standard with SmokeGuardTM (patent applied 
for), an ingenious smoke-dampening device.  In the event of a smouldering 
cigarette being deposited in the unit, SmokeGuard will ensure that the 
majority of smoke generated will remain within the unit.  Ashguard SG 
has a 10 litre capacity liner and can hold up to 3500 cigarette butts.    

 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 10ltr
Height:  .......................... 1030mm
Depth:  ........................... 210mm
Width:  ........................... 270mm
Weight: ........................... 8.7kg
Body and Door: ..............100% 
recycled black Durapol* material.

 Fixing Options
Ground-Fixings supplied as standard.
Adjustable depth concrete-in anchors 
and a free-standing kit are also 
available as optional extras.  

CIGARETTE DISPOSAL BINS.  

With the new smoking ban legislation being introduced, 
discarded cigarette ends outside entrances and Drive-Thru 
areas may prove to be an unsightly problem.  To counter 
this, Glasdon have developed Cigarette Disposal Bins to 
complement McDonald’s corporate design and quality 
image.

NEW

NEW

A purpose-designed cigarette unit, for use at building entrances or 
designated smoking areas.  The unit is fire safe to combat the potentially 
hazardous problem of discarded cigarettes.  A stainless steel version of the 
Ashguard cigarette disposal unit is also available.

Ashguard™

 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 4ltr
Height:  .......................... 1000mm
Depth:  ........................... 250mm
Width:  ........................... 207mm
Weight: ........................... 13.5kg
Available in stainless steel self-colour 
or a Dark Grey polyester coated steel.

 Fixing Options
Ground Fixing Bolts.
Flush Ground Fixing - for use on hard 
surfaces with appropriate concrete 
casting where bins may be removed 
and later resited.

 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 1.5ltr
Height:  .......................... 328mm
Depth:  ........................... 98mm
Width:  ........................... 154mm
Weight: ........................... 2.2kg
Colour: Anodised Silver.

Ideal for siting at restaurant entrances where the accumulation of cigarette 
waste can be reduced. Manufactured in tough Vandalex®+ material, units 
are available in two models, a 3 litre model, which can hold up to 1050 
cigarette butts, for wall or glass-mounting, and a 1.5 litre model which can 
be wall, glass or post-mounted, and can hold up to 525 cigarette butts. 

Ashmount™

 Fixing Options
Wall-Mounting kit is supplied as 
standard.
Glass and Post-Mounting kits are 
available as an optional extra.

 Specifications
Capacity:  ........................ 3ltr 
Height:  .......................... 328mm 
Depth:  ........................... 98mm 
Width:  ........................... 300mm 
Weight:  .......................... 3.54kg
Colour: Anodised Silver. 

 Fixing Options
Wall-Mounting kit is supplied as 
standard.
Glass-Mounting kit is available as an 
optional extra.

Vandalex is an aluminium alloy engineered to produce a high modulus of elasticity which offers increased impact absorption properties. Its hard anodised finish will not rust, is easy to clean and never needs painting. 

Durapol material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory as part of our BS EN ISO 9001:2000 test procedure.

+

*

New Ashguard SG™

1.5 Litre Model

3 Litre Model

1.5 Litre Model

  3 Litre Model



 Specifications
Height above ground: .........1012mm
Main stem diameter:  .........150mm
Maximum diameter:  ..........280mm  
Signface diameter:  .............150mm
Colours: Black, White, Millstone,  
Sandstone, Stone, Aircraft Grey  
(Rebound Flexible model available  
in Black and White only) 

 Specifications
Height above ground:  ..........600mm or 900mm 
Depth below ground: .........300mm
Maximum diameter:  ..........250mm
Colours: Black, Green, Terracotta.
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 Mini-Ensign™ Bollard
A cost effective, compact sign-carrying 
bollard ideal for use at a drive-thru or 
in car parks to inform of speed limits 
or to direct traffic flow.  Mini-Ensign 
bollard has two recessed areas for 
two 150mm diameter signfaces. Two 
models are available, a rigid Standard 
model or a flexible Rebound model, 
which self-returns to an upright 
position if impacted by a motor car 
from any side.  A selection of signfaces 
are available to suit all your drive-thru 
or car park needs. 

 Specifications
Main Planter 
External Diameter: ..............538mm  
Internal Planting Depth:  ....170mm 
Maximum Width:  ..............658mm 
Height:  .............................269mm 
 
Additional tier
External Diameter: ..............295mm 
Internal Planting Depth:  ....155mm 
Height (including main planter): 
..........................................360mm

Colours: Dark Green, Black (contains 
recycled material).

FullBloom Self-Watering planters incorporate the latest Hygromat™ 
capillary watering technology.  A special reservoir helps to keep your 
plants watered, automatically allowing air and water to reach the roots 
as required.  Manufactured from tough, high quality Durapol* material, 
FullBloom is available as a single hanging planter, a hanging planter with 
additional tier or a rail mounting planter. 

FullBloom™ 
Planters

BOLLARDS Ideal for traffic calming and 
demarcation in McDonald's Drive-Thru areas.

Now  
available  
with New  
bolt-dowN  

fixiNg

New bolt-dowN fixiNg
QUiCK aNd eaSY to iNStall iN 
UNdeR 8 MiNUteS. 

STANDARD BOLT-DOWN FIXING  
for existing concrete foundations.

ADjUSTABLE DEPTH FIXING for 
new concrete foundations.

THE BOLLARD FOOT CAN BE 
INSET INTO PAVED AREAS. The 
top surface of the foot detail can be 
sunk level with the ground.

Rebound  
Signmaster™ Bollard

 Specifications
Overall Height:  .....................1036mm 
Max. Bollard Width: ...........400mm
Max. Bollard Depth: ...........200mm
Bolt-down Foot Detail: ..........328 x 328mm 
Sign Face: .............................300mm diameter 
Colours: Black, White, Aircraft Grey.

Rebound Signmaster is a reflectorised bollard, 
which requires no electricity. It is highly visible  
by day and night. Manufactured from Impactapol® 
material, it self-returns to an upright position 
if impacted by a motor car from any side.  
Rebound Signmaster has two recessed areas for 
300mm diameter signfaces and has a choice of 
retroreflective patch and sign options to suit your 
drive-thru or car park requirements.

 Buffer™ Bollard
Buffer bollard will ‘give’ on impact, 
minimising damage to both the vehicle and 
bollard.  Manufactured in 100% recycled 
rubber tyres, Buffer Bollard is perfect for 
busy car parks.

Ashguard™

Neopolitan™ Bollard
Neopolitan Bollard is 
available as a rigid 
standard model or a flexible 
“Rebound” model (shown far 
right). The Rebound model is 
manufactured in Impactapol® 
material, a durable impact 
absorbing, flexible polymer, 
which allows the bollard 
to self-return to an upright 
position if impacted by a 
motor car from any side.

Now  
available  
with New  
bolt-dowN  

fixiNg

 *Durapol material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory as part of our BS EN ISO 9001:2000 test procedure.                                                                        

New Ashguard SG™



Slimline™ Icemaster™ Snowscoop™

© Glasdon UK Ltd. 12/2007. Glasdon reserve the right to alter price and specification without prior notice.    LM/BP

        , Armortec, Ashguard, Ashguard SG, Ashmount, Ashmount SG, Balloon Tree, Bin-It, Buffer, Combo, Durapol, Enviropol, Firexpire, FullBloom, 
Froggo, Ground-Lock, Heathton, Hippo, Icemaster, Icemelt, Impactapol, Limpet, Litta-Pikka, Mini Ensign, Neopolitan, Rebound Signmaster, Skipper, 
Slimline, SmokeGuard, Snowscoop, Space-Liner, Splash, Statesman, TidyBear, Topsy, Vandalex and Xpandabarrier are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of GLASDON GROUP or its subsidiaries in the UK and other countries.

Handy mini spreader disperses dry salt and 
Glasdon Icemelt™ quickly and effectively.  
Easy to use with adjustable flow control for 
economical use of material.  

 Specifications
 Icemaster 20  
Capacity:................................ 22ltr  
Maximum spreading 
width: ...............................1500mm 
Weight capacity:......................18kg

Lightweight and easy to push, 
Snowscoop snow clearer quickly 
scoops away snowdrifts from 
entrance areas, footpaths 
and car parks.  Snowscoop 
has a 600mm blade and is 
constructed in mild steel 
with a stove-enamelled blue 
paint finish.

With its slim compact design, Slimline grit/salt 
storage container is ideal where space is limited, for 
example footpaths, car parks and entrance areas.  
The 160 litre capacity container is manufactured 
from Durapol* material which can withstand 
extreme weather conditions.

 Specifications
Capacity:  ...........................160ltr 
Height:...............................750mm
Width:................................838mm
Colours: Red, Yellow, Deep Green, Beige.
Weight Capacity:  ...............208kg
Material: Durapol*

*Durapol material is a polymer formulated to withstand extremes of temperature and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory as part of our BS EN ISO 9001:2000 test procedure.
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Ideal for McDonald’s outdoor 
eating areas, Enviropol Picnic 
Table’s robust design offers 
durability, weather resistance 
and low maintenance.   
A wheelchair access model  
is available.

Enviropol® Picnic Table

 Specifications
Height: ..............700mm
Depth:  ..............1500mm
Length:  .............1676mm
Material: Hardwood

 Specifications
 Picnic Table Wheelchair Access  
  Model
Height: Seat:  440mm 440mm
Total: 750mm 750mm
Depth:  1310mm 1310mm
Length:  1450mm 1675mm
Material: Enviropol
Colours: Black, Brown.
Options: Wheelchair access model

 Fixing Options
Ground fixing kits (we strongly advise 
ground fixing for added safety and 
security).

 Fixing Options
Ground fixing kits (we strongly advise 
ground fixing for added safety and 
security).

Heathton™ Picnic Table
A totally weather-
resistant hardwood picnic 
table manufactured from 
managed sustainable 
forests.  Ideal for 
McDonald’s outdoor 
eating areas, the extra-
wide seats provide added 
comfort and there is a 
central aperture for large 
parasols.  Accessible by 
wheelchair at both ends.

For more information on the 
complete range of Glasdon 
Winter Products please 
telephone 01253 600412.

WINTER SAFETY EqUIPMENT To keep your restaurant running smoothly in 
winter, Glasdon offer a range of products to assist with snow removal and grit/salt spreading and storage.

Glasdon U.K. Limited
Facilities Solutions Division
Preston New Road 
BLACKPOOL
Lancashire  
FY4 4UL
Tel:  (01253) 600412
Fax:  (01253) 792558
e-mail: fs@glasdon-uk.co.uk
web: www.glasdon.com

In caring for the environment, we are constantly reviewing the use of recycled materials.  

Many of our litter containers are now available in recycled polyethylene, which contains between 10% and 
100% recycled material in Black with some other colours subject to availability.

The recycled content comprises reclaimed material otherwise discarded during the production process and 
where appropriate, reclaimed materials from other sources.

(The use of recycled materials may affect finished product durability and may cause some colour variation in the finished goods.)

OTHER GLASDON GROUP PRODUCTS
Smoking Shelters
For more information on Smoking Shelters please 
telephone: 01253 891131,  
fax: 01253 891923 or  
e-mail:sales@glasdon-manufacturing.co.ukCarleton 50™

All CMYK Versions

White

Glasdon Group is An Equal Opportunities Employer

All CMYK Versions

White

Multi-action, even spread

New

Please see inside for more Gritters, Grit Bins and Ice / Snow Removal Products.

Buy online at www.gritbins.co.uk
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